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Hippocratic Solutions:
The Preferred Partner for Outsourced
Podiatry Billing
By Jeremy Wilkinson
Peter Koukounas founded
Hippocratic Solutions with one
goal in mind: raising the bar for
accurate, detailed, efficient podiatry billing and coding.
There’s no doubt he’s succeeded, having helped countless
physicians increase their practices’ revenue and cut unnecessary
costs by outsourcing with his
company. These practices experience lower insurance claim rejection rates, faster insurance and patient payments, and higher profits thanks
to keeping overhead costs down. While other medical
offices must devote huge quantities of time to juggling

You help people get back
on their feet… we help you stand on
firmer ground.
insurance and billing issues, those who’ve partnered with
Hippocratic Solutions can focus on what really matters:
patient care.
Equipped with extensive training in ICD-10 and Medicare policies for all carriers, the billing and coding experts
at Hippocratic Solutions expedite accounts receivable
payments so they’re processed in up to 1/8th of the time.
Meanwhile, Web-based billing technology means medical offices can access their financials at any time of the
day or night. Real-time reports provide a comprehensive
review of clients’ financial affairs, allowing for unprecedented peace of mind and ability to plan for the future.
“Hippocratic Solutions took all my worries away and
promptly enrolled me with all
the major insurance carriers,”
says Andrea Hunt, DPM. “I
truly trust their knowledge
and expertise. Hippocratic
Solutions is a very valuable
asset to me and my practice
and I highly recommend them
to any practitioner, established
or new, to make them feel at
ease when dealing with the
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insurance industry and knowing
that their best interests are at
heart.”
“Since contracting with
their medical billing service,
our receipts have increased significantly, and our patient statements go out promptly after the
office visit,” says Jerod Darnell,
DPM. “Accuracy of initial insurance claims is superb, and
the quality of work in general is
outstanding.”
“I would recommend Hippocratic Solutions to any
physician looking for exceptional service and hoping
to avoid the headaches and confusion of medical billing,” says Darnell.

Other offices testify to significant increases in revenue,
much faster turnaround from insurance claim submissions to payments, and the pleasure of working with
Hippocratic Solutions’ friendly, knowledgeable staff.

Less Legwork—
More Money With Outsourced
Podiatry Billing
Founder Koukounas continues to impress upon his
team the importance of putting clients’ best interests
first, so physicians can focus on providing excellent
care knowing their administrative services are in good
hands.
For trustworthy, efficient, accurate podiatry
billing, contact Hippocratic
Solutions toll free at (866)
305-3911, email info@hippocraticsolutions.com, visit
http://hippocraticsolutions.
com/ or click here. Our staff
is on hand to answer all of
your questions.
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